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Project Overview 
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Project Details 

Brief description of the project, including outcomes that would result from the successful completion of the project that align 
with the strategic goals and objectives of the GRIP program and the applicable GRIP Topic Area.  2,000 character limit.

Brief description of the impact of DOE funding on the project. 2,000 character limit.

Select the type(s) of technology(ies):  

List the primary technologies and/or tools that will be deployed in the project. 2,000 character limit.
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If the project will be deploying hardware, describe the role and impact of hardware deployment as part of the proposed project
scope and identify any elements of this deployment that represent a significant innovation for the industry and/or project.  Enter 
“N/A” if no hardware will be deployed. 2,000 character limit.

If the project will be deploying software, describe the role and impact of software deployment as part of the proposed project 
scope and identify any elements of this deployment that represent a significant innovation for the industry and/or the project. 
Enter “N/A” if no software will be deployed. 2,000 character limit.

If the project will include development of a new business/regulatory/financing approach, describe the approach and the 
potential for and path to replicability or broader adoption. 2,000 character limit.  

Describe the readiness, viability, and expected timing of the project (include the impact of DOE funding in the response).
2,000 character limit. 

Identify risks and challenges (e.g. technical, labor, financial, market, environmental, regulatory, security) to project success, and 
outline mitigation strategies for each risk. 2,000 character limit.

Briefly describe the Project Management Team and any key personnel and project partners, including vendors and suppliers (if 
identified; if not yet identified, address how the project will secure vendors/suppliers). Indicate whether the Team has the  
required skills, any prior applicable experience, prior projects with partners, and access to equipment /facilities to successfully  
execute the proposed project. If those are not met, explain how the Team will obtain knowledge/access for successful 
execution. 2,000 character limit.



Community Benefits Plan 

Demonstrate how this Community Benefits Plan will address community and labor engagement, and how feedback from specific 
and relevant community stakeholders will be incorporated into the Community Benefits Plan. 4,000 character limit.  

Project Impacts 

Describe how the project supports State, local, Tribal, community and regional resilience, in reducing the likelihood and 
consequences of disruptive events, decarbonization, or other energy strategies and plans. 2,000 character limit.  

What will be the grid-benefitting outcomes to be delivered by the project (e.g. number of customers impacted, unlocked clean 
energy generation, improvement in reliability metrics). List 1-3 outcomes maximum. 2,000 character limit.

How will this project reduce innovative technology risk, achieve further deployment at-scale, and lead to additional private 
sector investments?  2,000 character limit.



Provide expected number of jobs or workforce development opportunities that the project will create. Describe how these  
positions are the result of community engagement or agreement. Explain how your project will generate quality jobs and 
that workforce development opportunities provided are relevant to impacted communities. 4,000 character limit.  

Identify Community Benefits Plan elements that will support Diversity, Equity Inclusion, and Accessibility, including methods 
to ensure accountability to specific goals throughout the project. 4,000 character limit.



Ensure that the form has been fully and correctly completed. 

Once you have verified that all the information is accurate  click the button below. You will not be able to make 

changes to this form afterwards.  

Submit the completed form to https://infrastructure-exchange.energy.gov/.

Identify how this project will contribute to the Justice40 Initiative goal that 40% of overall benefits flow to disadvantaged   
communities. 4,000 character limit.


	States: [CT, MA, NH]
	Applicant Name: Unitil Service Corp.
	Project Partner(s): Unitil Energy Systems, Inc., Fitchburg Gas and Electric Light Company, Northern Utilities, Inc., Eversource Energy, Connecticut Light and Power Company, d/b/a Eversource Energy, NSTAR Electric Company, d/b/a Eversource Energy, Public Service Company of New Hampshire d/b/a Eversource Energy, Liberty Utilities, Massachusetts Electric Co d/b/a National Grid, New Hampshire Department of Energy (NHDOE), Clean Energy New Hampshire (CENH), Community Power Coalition of New Hampshire (CPCNH), Office of the Consumer Advocate (OCA), Connecticut Department of Energy & Environmental Protection (DEEP), Massachusetts Department of Energy Resources (MA DOER), Northeast Energy Efficiency Partnerships (NEEP), Connecticut Office of Consumer Counsel (OCC)
	Project Location(s): The Regional Joint Utility Energy Data Hub: Advancing Community DER Enablement and Customer Analytics in New England
	Topic Areas: [Topic Area 2: Smart Grid]
	Project Type: [Distribution]
	Total Budget: 29000000
	Applicant Cost Share: 14500000
	Federal Funds: 14500000
	Technology: [Software]
	Hardware Impact: N/A
	Software Impact: While current efforts in the industry at standardization – such as Green Button Connect (GBC) and other similar data platforms in California, Illinois, Texas, New York and Ontario, Canada - have made important strides, most implementations to date are:• Done by a single electric utility in isolation, leading to inconsistent implementation of the standard and artificially inflated integration costs that are borne by DERs;• Have not been certified, and thus are not truly standardized or interoperable, meaning that customers served by smaller utilities are deprived of the ability to choose many DERs that are often available only in larger utilities’ footprints;• Have wide discrepancies in the range of data offered, with some providing only kWh usage, which is insufficient for residential participation in wholesale capacity markets; and • Have complex, unstandardized consent processes that inhibit enrollment in innovative new DERs. The proposed Hub, in contrast, is a significant innovation as it is multi-utility, multi-commodity, and multi-territory, utilizing a single shared expandable data standard that can layer new energy data available in the future (e.g DER data) in a unified way.Additionally, the breadth of customer data made available is novel - it is designed to serve numerous use cases and stakeholders, whereas other efforts are narrowly focused. Texas and the Illinois utilities only provide 15-minute electric meter data, while the Hub will be able to provide granular meter data.  For instance, the Hub provides billing, account and meter data, including electric and gas, which is necessary for forecasting reduced costs of electrifying home heating; account information, which is needed by demand response aggregators for participating in wholesale market programs at ISO-New England; and aggregated usage data, which is needed by community power agencies for procuring electricity commodity supply.
	NB/Reg/Fin Impact: The project will be uniquely executed through a multi-territory and multi-stakeholder approach, organized through a 12-member Governance Council which was created pursuant to NH RSA 378:50-54 (2019) and NH PUC Order No. 26,589 (3/2/22).The Governance Council currently represents membership from New Hampshire utilities; the Office of the Consumer Advocate; the New Hampshire Department of Energy; towns and cities operating or pursuing community choice aggregation; small businesses; academia; large commercial customers; Clean Energy New Hampshire, a non-profit organization; Mission:data; Google/Nest; and DER providers. The Council, which meets weekly, intentionally represents a diverse set of stakeholder interests such that their perspectives are included, and that the Hub will be supportive of their relevant use cases and needs. The Council will work with a joint-state committee including Massachusetts and Connecticut stakeholders if the award is granted, with an eye toward including Rhode Island, Vermont and Maine in the future, thereby having representation from the entirety of the ISO New England footprint. Dunsky Energy + Climate Advisors, an independent consulting firm that was enlisted by the Governance Council to perform market research and evaluate the cost-reasonableness of the Hub, noted specifically that “the coordinated and stakeholder-oriented approach can help address shortcomings faced in other states that delegated energy data platform development to each utility separately.”Given that, the unique structure of this oversight and delivery approach, as well as the learnings achieved through the development of the multi-state, multi-utility Hub itself will be shared more broadly as a template for replicability in other jurisdictions for broader adoption, particularly given the current participating utilities’ additional presence in New York and California.
	Readiness: The project is ready to begin execution upon Federal award. Several activities have already taken place to date that set the project up for success to meet its objectives.1. A year+ design process was completed, establishing the scope and architecture for a common data model across utilities2. The NH PUC approved a unanimous settlement agreement ratifying the design of the Platform, with the common data model and customer consent procedures being key components and established a process for assessing costs and benefits3. Unitil and Liberty are in the process of completing major upgrades to their data systems. Eversource will have in place a modern data repository which combines data from various systems. These efforts will make it significantly easier to develop the utility-specific APIs4. The project team has already received RFI responses from over eight (8) potential software vendors 5. NH utilities completed a technical analysis of how each utility's back-end systems will communicate with the Hub6. NH utilities have hired an outside consultant to assess the architecture and the reasonableness of cost estimates associated with utility-to-Hub communications7. The Hub’s support for both monthly and interval readings enables a seamless transition for utilities who deploy advanced metering over the course of the grant period.8. Security / Privacy standards establishedThe project will be executed over an estimated 4-year period, broken into 2 phases:YEARS 1 & 2: PLATFORM BUILD & MVP Issue RFP & Vendor SelectionInitiate Design / Build / ConfigurationPerform Utility Hub IntegrationsHub Platform MVP CompleteYEARS 3 & 4: LEVERAGE PLATFORM FOR COMMUNITY BENEFITSInitiation of Community Benefit PlanEngage targeted Disadvantaged Communities (“DAC”)  and support partner development and deployment of community dashboards and other applicationsNext stage planning and Hub extensibility explorationRamp up technical resources and on-boarding community support
	Risks: Risk A:Utility Regulatory Support. Primary risk is the possible reluctance of the participating utilities’ regulatory commissions to commit ratepayer funding to support the project.  The utilities must receive all necessary regulatory approvals from authorities in each participating state including that for the non-grant funded costs of the platform to be collected from ratepayers for the utilities to proceed with the projectRemediation A: The award of grant dollars as well as the extension to other utilities and territories, expands prospective benefits while sharing costs and associated deployment risks to significantly improve the benefit-cost case. Additionally, by way of the Governance Council, NH regulatory stakeholders have been consistently engaged from initial design of the Platform and have shown support for data sharing and the regional approach. They will continue to be regularly engaged through this process and in reviewing supporting cost-benefit submissions.Risk B:Multi-Utility Complexity. Extension to additional utilities and territories introduces complexity. Remediation B: Establishment of an overseeing Program and Change Management Working Group (PCMWG), coupled with the Governance Council and establishment of a joint-utility committee, ensures cross-utility alignment and schedule management such that change of scope only happens through established procedures that are diligently managed.Risk C:Technical Execution Risk & Costs. The Platform is a complex IT endeavor on the leading edge, requiring external vendor products and integrations, introducing execution and cost uncertainty.Remediation C: The project is not starting from scratch - initial design has been completed; 8 platform vendors responded to a recent RFI; The number of capable software vendors for the Platform Hub has increased, eliminating custom software risk & adding downward price pressure; the collective project team has decades of experience delivering complex IT programs.
	Project Management Team: • Overall Program Governance. The Hub will be overseen by a combination of the entities described in Remediation B above. • Project Execution. The individual utilities will collaboratively lead the Hub’s development along with the Program and Change Management Working Group, governance council and joint utility committee. Collectively, the utilities have multiple decades of experience deploying complex IT projects and programs. Project Managers from each utility will be assigned, with a subset of key utility representatives as follows:Justin Eisfeller (Unitil) – CTO and VP of ITRiley Hastings (Eversource) – Lead Analyst, EE Programs Heather Tebbetts (Liberty) – Director, Business DevelopmentNick Corsetti (National Grid) – Director, MA AMI Customer, Community, & Regulatory Engagement• Platform Hub Vendors. The project team has received RFI responses from 8 potential vendors for the Platform Hub. A final vendor will be selected through an RFP process, informed by the RFI, that assesses platform maturity, track record and technical support.• Community Engagement. To realize benefits across the territory, requires community education and outreach to help customers and communities understand how to appropriately leverage the Hub. Municipal and regional outreach will leverage the organizations who have relevant existing frameworks and relationships:NH Department of Energy (NHDOE)Community Power Coalition of NH (CPCNH)Clean Energy NH (CENH)Office of the Consumer Advocate (OCA)MA Department of Energy Resources (MA DOER)CT Department of Energy & Environmental Protection (DEEP)Sustainable ConnecticutConnecticut Office of Consumer Counsel (OCC)
	Risk Reduction: Reducing Innovative Technology Risk. The project’s governance and project delivery structure is unique and one that spreads technology risk among multiple parties with appropriate checks, balances and risk mitigation practices. Additionally, the joint-utility, multi-territory nature of the effort results in deepened perspectives, experience, and skillsets to further mitigate innovative technology risk.Achieving Deployment At-Scale. The Hub is designed with leading-edge APIs that are structurally separate from individual utility “spokes,” meaning that other utilities (e.g municipals or co-ops) can easily join the Hub while retaining custody and control over their customers’ data. By delivering on the original promise of the Green Button initiative – i.e., standardized, electronic exchanges of energy data at zero marginal cost – it reduces DER integration risk given planning and monitoring will be based a common set of energy data.Catalyzing Additional Private Sector Investment. The Hub is a foundational data platform and is reliant on third-parties and private sector investment to actualize many of the use-cases that will use the data. However, today that investment is hindered as third-party solution providers face several issues when retrieving utility data including:1. Lack of standardization in utility data and processes requiring them to develop bespoke processes or tools.2. Lack of timely and granular energy use data essential to support procurement decisions or track hourly generation and load.3. Lack of automated data access requiring manual requests and uploading of data, often from paper or PDF bills. The Hub will directly remediate these issues, reducing costs and risk for innovative data-driven energy technologies and services, and the friction (for both customers and third-parties) associated with accessing customer energy use data. This results in advancing, rather than hindering private sector clean-energy investment.
	Resilience Goals: Local:  At the local level, the shared data platform will enable communities to assess options for lowering environmental impacts of all the residential, municipal, and business energy use in their jurisdiction. Communities will be able to analyze cost-effective options for each individual load shape in the population and aggregate those options to explore policies at the community level. Local communities can also measure retail costs, emissions, and other impacts of both gas and electricity usage regardless of distribution utility. Across New England, many communities have 2 or more different utilities for gas and electric, so integration across utilities is essential for communities to accurately measure energy usage. The platform also enables local customers to share historic energy information (usage, cost/billing info, etc.) with third parties to assess distributed generation feasibility. For example, a customer could send energy information to (i) a rooftop solar provider for getting a price quote; (ii) a competitive supplier to receive a price estimate; (iii) to a storage provider to determine the appropriate size of behind-the-meter battery storage etc.State & Region: Completion of this data platform aligns with NH RSA 378:50-:54, establishing a framework to build a statewide, multi-use Energy data platform and NHPUC Order No. 26,589. As described above, the platform’s ability to enable DER deployment aids the decarbonization goals set by NH’s Department of Environmental Service’s Climate Action Plan that set a target for 2050 GHG emission to be 80 percent below 1990 levels. Similar to NH, MA’s Executive Office of Energy and Environmental Affairs set a target of emissions reductions of 85% of 1990 levels, and Connecticut’s legislature set a GHG emissions target of 80% below the 2001 level.  In addition to the decarbonization benefits, the shared platform will also provide data that can be used track progress toward state targets. 
	Grid Benefits: 1 .Unlocks Increased DER Adoption by Reducing DER provider Costs.Today, DER providers pay as much as $300,000 annually for screen-scraping programs to extract customer electric data from bill PDFs, while others install monitoring packages with their solar+storage applications that are functionally duplicative of the utility’s advanced meters, driving up costs by $15,000 or more per installation. The Hub eliminates these barriers and offers consistent access to customer data from over 5.5 million electric meters, covering a population of over 10 million Americans within the ISO New England footprint.2. Better Enables Joint Electric and Gas System Reliability Planning.Gas and electric utilities generally plan and operate their networks in isolation from one another, even when they share a common parent company, because historically there has been little need for coordination. Moreover, customer demand-side programs have been only loosely integrated with infrastructure planning. The full electrification of gas customers not coupled with the necessary electric infrastructure improvements will result in an unreliable grid; conversely, there may be opportunities to target electric heating in ways that avoid gas network investments. The availability of regional, multi-commodity usage data allows for more intelligent and prudent joint planning going forward.3. Supports Enhanced Use Cases.a. Enables flexible demand response solutions, allowing utilities, aggregators, and system operators to tap into customer-owned technologies, including smart thermostats, electric vehicles, behind-the-meter batteries, water heaters, and building management systems to balance the grid during peak or emergency periods.b. Supports innovation, such as time-of-use or dynamic pricing that can incentivize customers to shift new loads (such as EV charging) to off-peak periods, and where impacts can be measured and validated off a wider, diverse data set.
	CBP Engagement: Unitil and its collective project partners for this application understand that thoughtful and meaningful community benefit is a critical outcome required for this funding, spanning not just grid-benefitting operational improvements, but also in advancing energy democracy, workforce development, and community partnerships.The nature of this project, in breaking down the walls of historically utility-housed and owned data, removes a significant barrier for a variety of stakeholders that would be able to leverage the data in a meaningful way and towards advancing an equitable clean energy transition. As such, the Hub is a foundational enabler of a plethora of use cases, but requires concerted and focused outreach, education, and supplemental investment for the use cases to be utilized to benefit communities and ensure that:a. Communities, Local Government, and Customers are aware of the availability of the Hub for their use;b. Analytics / Visualization Providers understand how to engage with the Hub API’s to enable/enhance their services;c. Local human services groups recognize how to advise individuals on how to leverage the Hub to support enrollment in energy programs, tax credits, or energy saving programs;d. Contractors recognize how to leverage the Hub to evaluate project efficiency costs and savings, helping maximize tax credits and home and building efficiency; e. Solar Project Developers and Third-Party Service Providers understand how to pull the relevant data necessary to support timely siting of projects or verification / validation of performance of energy savings programs; andf. State Agencies are able to leverage the Hub to support facilitation of funding opportunities available in the Inflation Reduction Act (IRA).To facilitate this outreach, the Governance Council, given its diverse stakeholder representation – including municipal representation, a commercial customer, and representative from the Office of the Consumer Advocate – cover many of the above listed parties, and will leverage pre-existing channels, frameworks, and relationships to catalyze adoption of the platform. Examples may include:a. Tapping into Clean Energy NH’s representation of over 450 business, municipal, and individual members throughout the state;b. CENH’s Circuit Rider Program which supports local energy committees and helps municipalities plan, finance, and implement energy-saving upgrades to buildings and infrastructure;c. the CT Department of Energy & Environmental Protection which develops programs to promote a cleaner, cheaper, more reliable energy in CT;d. Sustainable CT, a non-profit created by towns and municipal leaders in CT, offering technical assistance to help advance sustainability initiatives;e. the Community Power Coalition of NH (CPCNH) which is made up of fifty municipalities and two county members and in its first year of operation in 2022 became the 3rd largest supplier of electricity in New Hampshire by customer count;f. the MA Department of Energy Resources (MA DOER) which helps create a clean, affordable, equitable and resilient energy future for the Commonwealth; andg. the Community Engagement Stakeholder Advisory Group (CESAG) that will be established as part of the MA Electric Sector Modernization Plans (ESMP), which includes Community Based Organizations and other stakeholders to allow a structured forum for utilities to support comprehensive stakeholder engagement and community benefits frameworks.This project will dedicate significant funding specifically to support the public outreach, education, and technical support by existing public and non-profit organizations in the region that already provide related services. Should the project receive encouragement to proceed by the DOE, the current Governance Council is committed to engaging with stakeholders to incorporate feedback into its Community Benefits Plan submission and where feasible, work towards community agreements.
	CBP Workforce: The Hub, being a software platform and not a large construction project or program will not in itself be the direct creator of significant net new jobs, though there are expected to be new jobs created during Community outreach efforts as part of the Community Benefits Plan, such as for outreach coordinators and in-community Hub trainers. However, as previously described, the Hub removes significant barriers in data access experienced by solar developers, DR aggregators, contractors, communities, and other third-party service providers. By removing this friction, the platform will inherently drive up clean-energy investment across the territories. Findings in the Dunsky Energy + Climate market survey and customer interviews report that was commissioned by the Governance Council to evaluate the proposed Hub’s cost-reasonableness, showed:1. Lack of automated data access, lack of timely and granular energy use data, and limited standardization also hinders what companies can offer to customers. Implementing Green Button would attract companies considering coming to or expanding operations in the state.2. Related, without an energy data platform like Green Button, the states could forfeit significant federal funding opportunities. For example, some of the incentives and tax breaks for clean energy in the Inflation Reduction Act have energy data access requirements. Green Button therefore acts as a “gating factor” in attracting (or not) Inflation Reduction Act investments and the related business and job growth.3. Direct household and business savings – which were noted by market survey interviewees and a significant component of the total quantified benefits modeled by Dunsky for the cost-benefit analysis – will be unlocked by Green Button. A portion of those savings will be re-invested in the local state economy, generating economic output and jobs.These estimates of indirect jobs growth are difficult to project. However, as part of this effort, given the nature of the platform, the utilities will have visibility on third-party providers that have been data recipients or engaged with the Hub and as such, the involved State Energy Offices (NH DOE, MA DOER, and CT DEEP) on this project would be able to survey these entities for jobs reporting metrics to glean indirect, Hub-assisted job metrics.To illustrate the prospective positive impacts on jobs that advancement of clean energy programs might have, a recent report was generated in March of 2023 to quantify the economic impacts of the NHSaves program, which was commissioned in response to a NH PUC request. The NHSaves program is a collaboration of New Hampshire’s electric and natural gas utilities working together to provide NH customers with information, incentives, and support designed to save energy, reduce costs, and protect our environment statewide. The study found:The direct effects accruing to industries involved in production and installation activities:2021: 380.79 jobs (5.09 per $1M)2022: 359.68 jobs (5.09 per $1M)Indirect effects on industries supplying inputs to the sectors benefiting directly:2021: 126.05 jobs (1.68 per $1M)2022: 118.99 jobs (1.68 per $1M)Induced effects, which are second order effects due to increased consumer spending from the income gains made in sectors with direct and indirect effects: 2021: 249.13 jobs (3.33 per $1M)2022: 224.64 jobs (3.18 per $1M)
	CBP DEIA: As part of this project, the Governance Council will focus its Community Benefits Plans on pilot and incremental initiatives that will support development or demonstration in disadvantaged communities including supporting minority business enterprises (MBEs), and in increasing access to programs and educational opportunities for those that may have faced systemic barriers in the past. These Community Benefit Plan elements are summarized as follows:1. Localized training and engagement on how to leverage the Hub with local Community Action Agencies (CAAs) to advance administration of state and federal programs. CAAs administer a suite of programs for low-income residents, with coordination and oversight by the State Energy Office. In addition to being the primary partner with the utilities in reaching low-income families in 1-4 unit buildings for targeted weatherization services, the CAA agencies also administer the following state and federal programsa. Weatherization Assistance Programb. Low Income Heating Assistance Programc. Electric Assistance Program 2. Formal engagement, training and support on the Hub for the MA EE Program Administrators who have developed a statewide Community First Partnerships initiative that is administered by All In Energy to targets municipal governments and CBOs to reach underserved and disenfranchised communities with energy efficiency efforts. 3. Expanding CENH’s Energy Rider program to help disadvantaged communities in NH use the Hub for local energy and climate planning. Examples include helping low-income households benefit from solar by supporting state “Solar for All” grant applications and helping rural communities apply for USDA REAP technical assistance grants. 4. Provide additional support and partner development of community dashboards to Justice 40 communities and supporting pilots of use cases targeted at serving disadvantaged communities. 5. Facilitate the development of software add-ons by partners by building energy modeling and savings analysis. For example, programs like Home Energy Rebates can use these tools to target measures for LMI households that reduce burdens. An example of this is supporting conversion of electric resistance storage hot water heaters to web and DR enabled heat pump HWHs by using the Hub to both evaluate such opportunities for LMI households and for follow-on evaluation, measurement, & verification. 6. Allocate funding towards the NH Sustainability Fellows with set asides for fellows in identified marginalized communities. The Sustainability Fellowship pairs University of New Hampshire (UNH) undergraduate students and post-baccalaureates (grad students and recent grads) from UNH and universities across the United States with municipal, educational, corporate, and non-profit partners to work on transformative sustainability projects. A relevant fellowship as part of this project, would be similar in nature to current fellowship opportunities which partner with a municipal to leverage data – for this project, the Hub data platform - to establish the baseline GHG footprint in support of quantifying municipal GHG goals or in support of helping get funding for retrofit programs for rental units occupied by low-moderate income (LMI) renters, as estimating emission reductions is critical to those applications.7. Support Senior Design Projects at UNH that leverage the functionality of the Hub and Green Button to enable and/or build out specific functionality that could be implemented or piloted to enable use cases within identified EJC’s or marginalized communities.
	CBP J40: An independent analysis by Dunsky Energy Consulting in reviewing the cost-reasonableness of Hub implementation, additionally included formal interviews with 8 potential third-party users of the Hub and broader market research of other Green Button implementations. The resulting report found that the Regional Data Hub offers tremendous benefits, aligned to several of the key Justice40 policy priorities, including:1. Increased parity in clean energy technology access and adoption:• Increasing the effectiveness of dynamic rate designs, currently planned for the region, by allowing customers to easily link cloud-connected devices, such as EV chargers and water heaters, with their specific rate plan and hourly cost profile.2. Increasing energy democracy:• Leveraging stakeholder engagement frameworks, workforce development efforts, technical assistance, training, outreach, and other knowledge transfer efforts as described in prior sections of the Community Benefits Plan of this application.3. Decreasing energy burden:• Residential customers with smart thermostats could potentially receive upwards of $3 million per year for reducing heating or cooling needs at peak times, through aggregated participation in ISO-New England’s Forward Capacity Market (“FCM”) or realize comparable or greater value functioning as load reducers on the distribution grid. This is based on forecasted FCM values and expected growth in smart thermostat adoption.• Commercial and institutional customers could reduce opportunity costs associated with delays in DR program enrollment, allowing them to benefit from market payments (of between $1-$5/kW) more quickly. Enrollment delays caused by slow access to utility data.4. Decreasing environmental exposure:• Playing a critical role in facilitating IRA funding opportunities and rebates of approximately $2,000 to $8,000 per home, which is entirely dependent upon pre- and post-measure electric and natural gas usage data; 5. Increase clean energy enterprise creation:• Helping individual commercial building owners avoid $40,000 to $150,000 per year associated with hiring consultants to gather tenant-specific energy usage data; Across the three states, there are ~201,000 residents in NH that are in classified DACs, ~1.2MM residents in MA, and ~620,000 in CT (per the DOE’s DAC EJ Mapping tool, https://energyjustice.egs.anl.gov/).  To prioritize and ensure benefits are realized within identified DAC’s requires concerted focus and engagement with identified communities. The Governance Council is committed to leveraging the stakeholder engagement methods that are described in detail in the first section of this Community Benefits Plan to achieve this objective, and will be a key activity within the 2nd Phase of this project, “LEVERAGE PLATFORM FOR COMMUNITY BENEFITS” in Years 3 and 4.Additionally, upon Hub go-live, the Governance Council will target the piloting of key use cases to disadvantaged communities considering key burden indicators, magnitude of prospective benefits, and other factors that will help realize one or more of the above defined benefits for those customers and communities. This effort will come in the form of education, bringing in technology partners, and leveraging established organizational partnerships to supply supporting resources. As the process matures and measurable beneficial outcomes are realized, so will the expansion to other DAC’s in the region.
	Project Description: The NH utilities, with support from utilities in CT, ME, and MA representing over 5.5 million electric meters and millions of gas customers, propose a regional Energy Data Hub. The Hub will provide automated data access to significantly improve customer billing and meter data portability using industry standard formats for electric and gas utilities, their customers, and third-party service providers to more readily advance the clean energy transition. Outcomes are aligned to the strategic goals of Topic Area 2:Enables usage of data across silos within and across orgs. A common refrain is that distributed energy resource (DER) providers are unable to reach their full potential due to the cost, friction and lack of interoperability associated with accessing multiple data types siloed within each utility – especially customer energy usage, account, and billing data. DERs are artificially expensive due to costs of obtaining consent from each individual customer via idiosyncratic processes and maintaining bespoke electronic interfaces with individual electric utilities. The project eliminates these barriers, offering consistent access to customer-authorized data and provides infrastructure for the future addition of other utilities.Enhances grid operators' data utilization for operations and planning. Granular usage data is vital for distribution planning, analytics, and DER planning. The distributed nature of customer-owned clean energy assets poses challenges, hindering planning and design of programs. Additionally, a lack of cross-utility visibility in the region impedes regional, multi-commodity (gas & electric) system planning amid growing electrification trends. A joint data hub of customer usage data that spans territories and commodities enables joint electric-gas system planning, electrification load growth estimation, hourly DER impacts, customer-facing EE and DER programs, aggregated community usage data, and forecasting grid impacts of new technologies.
	DOE Impact: Federal funding will be impactful on two fronts - helping accelerate the deployment and promoting project expansion across multiple regions and an expanded set of utilities. Both would not reasonably happen without the support of these funds.1. Expansion of Reach. This effort started with a 2019 act of the New Hampshire legislature, with the NH Public Utilities Commission approving the concept and design for the development and implementation of a state-wide data platform. Originally a New Hampshire-focused initiative, the availability of the GRIP grants and corresponding emphasis on catalyzing technology advancement at scale motivated regional expansion of the Hub to Connecticut, Maine, and Massachusetts. A Federal award is a critical element in the regional participation of utilities and stakeholders. 2. Accelerating Deployment & Benefits. While New Hampshire regulators approved moving forward with a design already established in a multi-year stakeholder process, the state’s regulators are reluctant to commit ratepayer funds in excess of reasonably anticipated ratepayer benefits, which is understandable given that its electric rates are the 7th highest in the country. Absent federal DOE funding, it is possible that New Hampshire regulators will require DER providers to make significant financial contributions to the Data Hub’s build-out (which DERs may be unwilling to do, given New Hampshire’s small overall market size). While integrating with a standard Green Button Connect interface will ultimately be less difficult and costly than the current mechanisms for accessing energy data, DER providers and other data users will need to invest time and money to convert their systems and processes to the Hub. Federal DOE funding will help significantly alleviate the transition costs and risks for DER providers and utilities to adopt the Hub, providing a foundation by which future utilities in the broader region could participate.
	Primary Technology: Platform Hub. Central web portal for third party registration, data access and implementation of the “API of APIs” allowing authorized third parties to programmatically request customer-authorized data from a single access point. It combines individual utility data sets into a single data set for delivery to the authorized third party. The APIs will be certified by the Green Button Alliance. The Hub also provides a centralized customer access point to provide authorization and data aggregation.The Hub is designed with security in mind. The third-party registration process includes a security assessment, with DataGuard as its assessment standard, and customer opt-in for use, which is consistent with the goal of putting customers in control of their data in a secure fashion. The platform design structure with the public facing data platform providing data retrieval, but not data storage, limits security risks and lowers costs.Utility-specific integrations. Gathers data from back-end customer information systems. These include each participating utility’s billing systems and metering platform. The interfaces normalize the data into a common model and format known as the Logical Data Model.Logical Data Model. Defines 33 data fields and describes how those fields map to the Green Button standard. It provides a common data dictionary for the platform, allowing participating utilities to provide the same normalized data. The Logical Data Model exists as a living document that can be expanded in the future to layer on new energy data that may arise, in a unified way and on a singular platform.Community Dashboards. Dashboards & other software developed and supported by partners will be layered on top of the Hub and used to support beneficial use cases. They will leverage the Hub to enable EJ communities to visualize data about current conditions, customizable local and regional goals, and measurable progress on implementing efficiency and renewable energy projects.
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